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What does it mean to be a human being made in the image of God? This book makes the case that

the divine image can be seen in not just one or two aspects of human identity but in all of them. The

author, a specialist in early Christianity, reveals the light that leading theologians of the early church

shed on contemporary discussions of what it means to be human. Each chapter explores a different

facet of the divine image and likeness and maps out a path that can lead toward wholeness and

holiness. This fresh approach to theological anthropology brings Greek patristic theology to students

in a readable fashion.
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Harrison bridges the gap often found between scholarly and devotional writing. Her study introduces

us to the concepts of the early Christian centuries concerning the idea of humanity in God's image.

Likewise she keeps us focused on the meaning of this for our attitudes, relationships and daily

living.The question presented in the beginning is how this concept affects our beliefs about freedom,

of the will and of the life. She develops a stimulating discussion on this topic early in her exploration.

As Jesus does in his teachings, Harrison references the Creation stories of Genesis for foundational

perspectives.Harrison writes with intention and integrity, not over-simplifying for the popular

superficial expectations of modern society, nor over-intellectualizing. This is readable and

substantial. This was an excellent study from an author I had not known before. I just accidentally

ran up on this book in a local store. What an excellent find!Western Christians will benefit greatly



from her meaningful reference to eastern and African forms of Christian faith and the foundational

early movements of this vibrant practical faith in the first 4 centuries. But she also brings the

question home by analyzing medieval and modern ideas and modern examples from east and west,

bringing us up to our time, with meaningful applications and suggestions for enriching life by treating

other humans of whatever state or status as bearers of the original and unified image of God.The

author investigates the implications of the Image of God for the critical biblical and social themes of

Social Justice, care of the earth and meaning of community in our modern urban and technological

world.
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